Use of alternative receptors different than alpha-dystroglycan by selected isolates of lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus.
Long-term infections with viruses permit the generation of variants that evolve specific growth advantages in certain tissues and may show altered disease potentials. The selection of such variants is influenced by the host tissue and often involves virus-receptor interactions. Here we report studies of receptor usage by several lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus (LCMV) isolates that expressed different disease patterns. Consistent with our previous studies, we found that, with one exception, multiple LCMV variants that cause suppression of immune responses bound with high affinity to their cellular receptor alpha-dystroglycan (alpha-DG) and were dependent on alpha-DG for entry and infection. The exception also bound strongly to alpha-DG but was not dependent on alpha-DG for entry and infection. In contrast, those variants of LCMV that do not suppress the immune response either displayed low or no binding affinity for alpha-DG and used alternative receptors in addition to or instead of alpha-DG for entry and infection. For all alpha-DG binding variants, alpha-DG represents the preferred receptor in DG-expressing cells, as soluble alpha-DG blocked their infection of DG-deficient cells, indicating that binding of alpha-DG to the viral glycoprotein (GP) at the virion surface interferes with the GP's interaction with the alternative receptor. Biochemical characterization of the alternative receptor(s) for LCMV indicated that they are either protein(s) or protein-bound entities.